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Computational Steering Software for the in silico study of infection dynamics



Introduction



Introduction This collaborative study into the visualization of infection dynamics was proposed by van Oosterhout [2004] from the Biological Sciences department at the University of Hull. The study aims to create a predictive representation of parasite infrapopulation dynamics on live hosts, with the additional goal of reducing the need for animal testing through computer simulation. This study will provide an opportunity to develop a unique simulation based on a complex scientific model developed into a computationally steered scientific visualization. The simulation will generate a large quantity of positional data relating to the movement of parasitic organisms on a host over time; this provides future opportunities to investigate distributed computing in an effort to ensure near real-time user interaction and visualization response synchronisation. The model’s objective is to simulate the dynamics of Gyrodactylus ectoparasites on guppies, however, the model can simulate a wide range of host-parasite dynamics. This document reports the first stage in realising the study; van Oosterhout’s original model is modified and recreated in Microsoft C# resulting in a substantial execution speed increase. Alphanumeric data is produced and displayed in a table; future work will visualize this data allowing computational steering. The algorithms implemented and the software design are described, the ‘software design’ section targets audiences with some software engineering or object orientated programming knowledge. Descriptions of future work detail the tasks necessary to develop a robust computationally steerable visualization from this alphanumeric output solution. A user manual is also provided to aid use of the software.
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The model



The model A host is infected with a given number of ectoparasites which attach themselves at random positions on the surface of the host. A localised immune response is produced at infected locations on the host’s surface as time progresses. Each parasite accumulates damage until it dies; parasites attempt to flee immune locations and gather more resources. Each parasite gathers resources by feeding on the host and, at a predefined threshold, reproduce.



Parasite movement The algorithm for parasite movement, through discussion with van Oosterhout [2004], has been modified since the initial implementation. Parasites move along either the X or Y axis, the axis and direction is randomly chosen. The parasite moves a random distance within an upper limit. Host circumference
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Y axis
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0, 0 X axis



Host length



Figure 1: The bounds, direction and distance a parasite can travel in one time step The parasite cannot move beyond the width of the host, if the parasite tries it will simply not move during this time step. Should the parasite try to move beyond the circumference of the host, it will wrap around. This creates a cylindrical movement model which effectively simulates the movement of parasites over a 3 dimensional host.



Artificial join, where movement is wrapped around



Y axis



X axis Figure 2: The cylindrical movement model caused by Y axis wrap around



The parasite moves each time it is damaged or when an immune response to its current location is imminent.
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The model



Immune response The resting position of a parasite places it in one of a number of cells defined by a grid of equal size to the host; the grid is separated into a predefined number of rows and columns. The area of a cell represents the area affected by an immune response. All of the parasites whose position falls within an immuno-responsive cell are affected by that cell’s immune response. Host circumference Total number of rows ( j )
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Figure 3: Areas-of-effect The cell on which the parasite resides is calculated using the algorithm:



⎛ y row = floor ⎜⎜ × ⎝ hostCircumference



⎞ j ⎟⎟ ⎠



Special case: When y = hostCircumferance then row = j − 1



⎛ ⎞ x column = floor ⎜⎜ × i ⎟⎟ ⎝ hostLength ⎠ Special case: When x = hostLength then column = i − 1



cell = row + (i * column) Where: i is the total number of columns. j is the total number of rows. x & y are the coordinate positions of the parasite on the host. floor represents the rounding down of a real number to the nearest integer. Equation 1: The algorithm to calculate the immune response cell in which a parasite resides A response weighting is recorded for each cell in the grid. When a parasite visits a cell the weighting is increased by one. When the response weighting reaches the predefined immuno-competence threshold the cell becomes immuno-responsive. A responsiveness decay is allocated to the host; as time progresses the response weighting is reduced by a predefined percentage. The cell is only immunoresponsive whilst the weighting exceeds the immuno-competence threshold.
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The model



Immune response effect As time progresses each parasite is affected by the host, the effect being dependent on the cell they occupy. If the cell the parasite resides in is not yet immune reactive then the parasite feeds off the host and, if the parasite has taken sufficient resources from the host, it gives birth. If the cell is becoming immune then the parasite feeds, possibly reproduces and moves to another position on the host. If the parasite is in an immune cell then the parasite is damaged and can take only minimal resources from the host before fleeing the site; again, the parasite reproduces only if it has sufficient resources.



Figure 4: The immune response effect on a parasite (UML Activity diagram) A tri-state variable is used to describe the immune response at a given cell; it is either immune, developing immunity or not immune.
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The model



Execution states Although the model is finite, simulating over a predefined number of time steps, the simulations could take a long time to complete. To allow users to pause, resume and stop execution, an execution state machine has been implemented. A transition from paused and running states, to the stopped state, exists to allow the immediate exit of the simulation; this may be required when the application fails or is forcibly terminated by the user.



Figure 5: The execution state model (UML state diagram) In preparation for adaptations of the model to provide a computationally steerable visualization, the simulation progresses on a separate thread to the rest of the application. This allows the model’s parameters to be changed during execution and prevents the processor intensive simulation from interfering with the user interface or visualization.
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The model



The simulation The simulation executes within three loops: the time loop, in which time progresses to a user defined limit or terminates if all of the parasites are dead, the simulation or repetition loop, which runs a user defined number of simulations, each with identical parameters, in order to create a set of results which can be compared for consistency and used to identify abnormalities in individual simulations. Finally there is a parasite loop, in which every living parasite, created prior to the current time step, is manipulated by the model.



[No further time steps]
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[Next simulation]
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Execute host-parasite interactions



Figure 6: The simulation loops (UML Activity diagram)



Time steps Simulations Parasites
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Figure 7: The simulation loops The order of these loops differs from van Oosterhout’s [2004] original model; the simulation repetitions loop has been given higher priority than the parasite loop to allow comparative results to be produced during the simulation, allowing valid results to be visualized during execution.
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Software design



Software design This section briefly describes the software’s object orientated design. Three factory classes have been created: the SimFactory, HostFactory and ParasiteFactory. These classes are responsible for storing the initial values of simulation objects, parasite objects and host objects respectively. When the ‘Create…’ method is called, these values will be used to create new simulation, parasite or host objects, with values identical to any previous or future objects of the same type. This approach reduces parameter passing and helps ensure that all objects of the same type have the same initial values, even between simulation repetitions. The user interface of this project is temporary; future development will produce a user interface that uses scientific visualization techniques to visualize the output. As such, it will be necessary to decouple the simulation model from the user interface as far as possible. To this end the simulation output is provided over a c# event. Any object that is interested in the output, such as the datagrid user interface component which displays the output to the user, may register with the event. The event will send these objects the output as it becomes available. This means that the compiled software’s user interface has to be aware of the model, but the model does not have to be aware of the user interface. This decoupling also allows the distribution of the application as two separate components, the model library and the user interface executable file. Further decoupling is achieved when processing the simulations by introducing an execution thread for each model. The user interface can produce multiple output displays, each displaying the output of a separate execution of the model with separate parameters. The execution threads allow these models to progress together in parallel. This technique allows a model to execute independently of the application which created it and independently of other executions of the model.
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Software design



Figure 8: The object structure for the model (UML class diagram)
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Future development



Future development This application is the precursor to a version which will use scientific visualization techniques to aid user extrapolation of meanings from the simulation output. This will be achieved over a number of developmental stages: The output from this application will be connected to a commercial visualization package, such as Iris Explorer, and visualized. The next stage will introduce computational steering and image interaction. This allows modification of the model’s parameters from the rendered image and updates the visualization in real time. The final stage creates a stand-alone application utilising the techniques employed in the prototype. Cable [2005] and van Oosterhout [2005] have identified that some parasites have preferred locations on the host. For example, Gyrodactylus turnbulli will always try to attach to the fish's caudal (tail) fin. If it starts elsewhere the parasite will migrate to the caudal fin. As the parasites multiply, the tail of the host becomes crowded and the parasite infrapopulation starts to migrate [Cable 2005]. The model could be extended to incorporate this behaviour and the behaviour of a metapopulation of parasites on multiple hosts.
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User manual



User manual Running the executable ‘BioSim.exe’ displays the simulation setup window. Here the parameters for the simulations can be entered.
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Enter the width of the host. This value must be greater than 0. Enter the height of the host. This value must be greater than 0. Enter the percent the immune response weighting is reduced by every time-step. Enter the threshold an immuno-area’s immune response weighting must reach for the immunoarea to become immune. Enter the number of rows the host is divided into to produce immuno-areas. This must be an integer of 1 or more. Enter the number of columns the host is divided into to produce immuno-areas. This must be an integer of 1 or more. Enter the minimum resources that can be gained in one time step. This value is used if a parasite is damaged this time-step. Enter the maximum resources that can be gained in one time step. This value is used if a parasite is not damaged this time-step. Enter the maximum distance a parasite may travel in a single time step. This value must be less than the host width value. Enter the damage sustained by a parasite if it is on an immune location. Enter the quantity of resources necessary for a parasite to reproduce. Enter the damage each parasite can sustain before it dies.
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User manual



M. Enter the initial resources each parasite has. This is likely to be 0. N. Enter the number of identically instantiated simulations to run. These repetitions can be compared for consistency. O. Enter the number of parasites attached to the host at random positions when the simulations start. P. Enter the maximum number of time steps that may be simulated. This might not be reached if all the parasites die. Q. Toggle the check box to activate or deactivate the seeding feature. The number entered is used to recall a set of random numbers allowing the experiments to be reproduced exactly. R. Run the model with the input values. Figure 9: An annotated simulation setup window Each time the run button is pressed the values displayed in the simulation setup window are saved as default values for the next time the application is run. A set of simulations are then run with the parameters entered and an output window is displayed. Any number of models may be run concurrently with output windows for each. D
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User manual



A. The export button saves the output simulation data to a user specified comma-delimited file. This file can then be loaded into a data analysis software package, such as Microsoft Excel. A second user specified comma-delimited file is then saved which summarises the output data to a number of living parasites on the host per time step, averaged over the number of simulations run. This button is only available when the simulation has stopped running. The export feature ensures that all data produced is saved; this cannot be ensured using copy and paste in the display. B. The pause and continue button allows the execution of the simulation to be paused whilst it is running and allows the user to resume the simulation when paused. The simulation will not pause until a full time step has been processed. C. The stop button allows the user to stop the simulation prematurely. This does not close the window. The execution of the simulation will not stop until a full time step has been processed. D. This column shows the number of the simulation from which the row of data came. E. This column shows the time step which was being processed for this row. F. This column shows the parasite which was being processed for this row. G. This column shows the horizontal position of the parasite on the host’s surface. H. This column shows the vertical position of the parasite on the host’s surface. I. This column shows the quantity of resources the parasite has at this time. J. This column shows the health of the parasite, when this reaches 0 the parasite will die. K. This shows the latest time step that has been processed in the simulations. L. This shows the total number of rows of data that have been produced from the simulation. Some of these rows may not yet be displayed. M. This shows the execution state of the simulation. Figure 10: An annotated output window Closing an output window will not terminate the application; this can be achieved by closing the simulation setup window.
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